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MA WAINBERG, R RooKE, M TREMBLAY, et al. Clinical significance and characterization of 
AZT-resis tant s trains of IUV-1. Can J Infect Dis 1991;2(1):5-11. A number of laboratories 
have now independently confirmed that zidovudine (AZT)-resistant strains of human im
munodeficiency virus type l (HIV-1) may be isolated from patients undergoing prolonged 
therapy with this drug. In certain instances, such drug-resistant viral isolates have been 
obtained from patients with clinical acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS}, while in 
others, isolation of drug-resistant strains has been achieved in the case of HIV seropositive, 
asymptomatic subjects. Most of the evidence points to a series of mutations within the 
polymerase gene of HIV -1. which encodes viral reverse transcriptase. as being responsible for 
development of the drug-resistant phenotype. It further appears that over 50% of patients 
treated with AZT for periods longer than six months are likely to yield drug-resistant strains 
of HIV -1 in their circulation. Furthermore, the development of drug resistance soon after 
initiation of AZT therapy may potentially be correlated with the likelihood of AZT treatment 
failure. In several instances, cross resistance has been observed between AZT and other 
nucleosides being considered for potential therapy of HIV - ! -associated disease. 
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Importance clinique et caracterisation des souches de VIH-1 
resistantes a !'azidothymidine 
RESUME: Plusieurs laboratoires ont confirme independamment que des souches du virus de 
l'immunodeficience humaine resistantes a !'azidothymidine peuvent etre isolees chez les 
patients sous traitement prolonge. Dans certains cas, des isolats resistants ont ete obtenus 
chez les patients atteints du syndrome d'immunodeficience acquise tandis que chez d'autres, 
les souches resistantes proviennent de sujets asymptomatiques infectes par le VIH. Selon Ia 
plupart des donnees . une serie de mutations au sein de l'ARN polymerase du VIH-1. qui encode 
Ia transcriptase inverse virale , serait responsable de l'avenement du phenotype resistant au 
medicament. II apparait. de plus. que plus de Ia moitie des patients traites sous azidothymidine 
pendant plus de six mois presentent des souches de VIH- 1 resistantes dans leur circulation. 
Plus encore. le developpement de cette resistance au medicament peu apres !'institution du 
traitement par AZT pourrait etre en correlation potentielle avec Ia probabilite d'echec 
therapeutique. Dans plusieurs cas, une resistance croisee a ete observee entre l'AZT et d'autres 
nucleosides qu'on envisageait d'utiliser dans le traitement des maladies associees au VIH-1. 
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DRUG RESISTANCE IS BECOMING AN INCREASINGLY 

important problem in medical virology. A 
number of studies have shown that drug-resistant 
strains of herpes simplex virus ( 1,2), cytomegalo
virus (3) and influenza virus (4) may be isolated 
with considerable frequency from patients receiv
ing antiviral chemotherapy for protracted periods. 
There has been considerable discussion as to the 
likelihood that the long term clinical usefulness of 
each of acyclovir, ganciclovir and amantadine may 
eventually be compromised because of this problem. 

More recently, it has been shown that drug 
resistance may develop in the case of human 
immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1)-infected 
individuals who are treated over long periods with 
3' -azido-3' -deoxythymidine (AZf or zidovudine) 
(5-7) . A number of groups have shown that AZf
resistant strains of HIV-1 may be isolated both 
from patients with minimal HIV -1- associated dis
ease, including asymptomatic subjects (6). and 
from patients with more advanced conditions, in
cluding the acquired immune deficiency syn
drome (AIDS) (5, 7). The development of such drug 
resistance may be the consequence of mutations 
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within the HIV-1 genome during the course of viral 
multiplication; drug pressure may permit the out
growth of variants with decreased drug suscep
tibility. There is evidence that certain of the 
mutations which account for resistance to AZf 
may be located within the pol gene of HIV -1, which 
encodes viral RNA-dependent DNA polymerase 
(reverse transcriptase). 

A number of studies have shown that treatment 
with AZf can prolong survival and improve quality 
of life for people suffering from HIV -1 infection, 
including AIDS (8,9) . Most recently, it has been 
demonstrated that treatment with AZf may 
diminish the likelihood of progression from an 
HIV-1 seropositive, asymptomatic state to more 
advanced disease (10). AZf acts by interfering 
with the formation of proviral DNA from viral 
parental RNA. This involves the blocking of viral 
reverse transcriptase activity, resulting in chain 
termination of proviral DNA, after viral penetra
tion into the cytoplasm of the infected cell has 
occurred (Figure 1) . It has recently been reported 
that AZf may be able to act as well after integra
tion of proviral DNA into host cells has taken place 
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Figure 1) Intracellular replication cycle of human immunodeftciency virus-type 1 (HN-1) showing a binding of the HN-1 
gpl20 to the specific CD4 receptor at the cell surface, followed by viral entry into the cytoplasm; b action of reverse 
transcriptase to transcribe proviral DNA from the HN-1 RNA genome ,followed by the integration of newly made proviral 
DNA into cellular DNA; c production of viral mRNA and proteins; and d viral assembly at the plasma membrane with 
the subsequent budding of progeny HN-1 particles 
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(11). This may help to explain the consistently 
encouraging results that have been obtained with 
this drug, since infected cells should otherwise be 
able to produce viral RNA, protein and progeny 
virus in an unrestricted fashion. 

It is also true that AZT exerts an incomplete 
effect at best with regard to inhibition of viral 
reverse transcriptase activity. Many studies have 
shown that some proviral DNA synthesis and pro
duction of infectious progeny virus can occur, 
even when AZT is used to treat cells continuously 
over long periods, from times preceding viral in
oculation to as long as three months (12,13). For 
this reason, a number of laboratories have been 
anxious to develop other drugs which will be use
ful in the fight against HIV -!-associated disease. 
In certain cases, these drugs may also be 
nucleoside analogues like AZT, which may act by 
inhibiting viral reverse transcriptase activity. In 
other instances, there has been an effort to con
centrate on inhibition of other steps in the HIV -1 
replication cycle, such as the use of soluble CD4 
to antagonize the specific binding of HIV-1 to its 
specific receptor at the cell surface (14). Of course, 
the existence of AZT-resistant strains of HIV-1 
raises the possibility that certain of these viruses 
might display cross resistance to other nucleo
sides that could otherwise be considered prospec
tive therapeutic agents. The fact that cross 
resistance has been reported in select cases re
inforces the need for the development of effective 
therapeutic agents that will successfully anta
gonize steps in the viral replication cycle other 
than reverse transcription of viral RNA to DNA. 

ISOLATION OF DRUG-RESISTANT 
STRAINS OF HIV-1 

The initial report of isolation of HIV-1 with 
reduced sensitivity to AZT was based on a study 
carried out in a group of patients with advanced 
disease (AIDS or AIDS-related complex [ARC)), who 
had received drug therapy for more than three 
months. A heterogeneity of responsiveness to AZT 
was observed among a group of 18 isolates ob
tained from HIV seropositive, untreated indivi
duals, with a 50% inhibitory dose (ID5o) between 
0.01 and 0.05 j.!M (5). In contrast, a 100-fold 
increase in ID5o was commonly seen in isolates 
from patients who had received AZT for six 
months or more. 

This study was followed by a report from the 
present authors' group which isolated HIV-1 from 
each of 72 asymptomatic, HIV -1 seropositive in
dividuals entered into a Canadian multicentre 
AZf dose-finding study (6). Viruses with 
decreased sensitivity to AZT were isolated from the 
peripheral blood mononuclear cells of five of 20 
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AZT -resistant strains of HIV-1 

TABLE 1 
Isolation of strains of HIV-1 with reduced sensitivity to AZT 

Number of 
subjects 

Weeks of 
treatment 

Days to culture positivity* (mean) 

22 

26 

27-146 

36-158 

No AZT AZT (2 fJ.M) 
6-16 (10.6) 

5-19 (10.2) 10-24 (15.4) 

·cultures were considered positive when they contained p24 antigen 
levels greater than 7 ng/ mL and reverse transcriptase activity greater 
than 25,000 cpm/mL. AZT Zidovudine 

individuals who received AZT for longer than 36 
weeks. The presence of these viruses was 
demonstrated both by the inclusion of a variety of 
concentrations of AZT (0.5 to 20 j.!M) directly into 
the primary tissue culture medium used for viral 
isolation, and by demonstration that frozen iso
lates of HIV -1, initially cultured in the absence of 
the drug, could subsequently be replicated in tis
sue culture in the presence of 1 j.!M AZT. 

The use of frozen isolates in this regard has 
enabled the comparison of drug-resistant variants 
of HIV-1 with wildtype parental strains derived 
from the same patients prior to drug therapy. In 
no instance has it been possible to demonstrate 
the development of drug resistance among strains 
of HIV-1 isolated from patients who had not 
received AZl' therapy. The results in Table 1 show 
drug-resistant strains of HIV-1 on the basis of 
production of viral reverse transcriptase activity 
under conditions in which AZT was included in 
the viral culture medium. The authors have now 
succeeded in showing HIV strains with apparently 
reduced sensitivity to AZT in the case of 26 sub
jects of a total of 48 studied for this purpose. 
These data, along with those reported above (5). 

TABLE 2 
Stability of the AZT -resistant phenotype 

Duration of RT activity (cpm/ml) 
viral replica- When 

tion in progeny 
absence of grown with When grown 

Isolate AZT (days) AZT (2 ~M) without AZT 
Resistant 0 329.864 293.566 

variant A 20 291.410 312.432 
30 426.575 286,775 
60 314,987 304,683 

Resistant 0 211.468 285.712 
variant B 20 283,522 238,901 

30 255,643 312.422 
60 231.973 198.762 

Resistant 0 218,789 215,618 
variant C 20 252,031 243.767 

30 310,596 291,087 
60 288,373 246.752 

Sensitive 0 1688 347,510 
control 20 1397 196,078 

30 2106 275,516 
60 1842 243.749 

AZT Zidovudine: cpm Counts per minute: RT Reverse transcriptase 
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TABLE 3 
Inhibitory effect of AZDU on infection of MT -4 cells by 
AZT-resistant variants of HIV-1 

Concen- Fluores-
Strain of tration cent cells 
HIV-1 ( M) RT activity (%) 

Resistant 836,725 74 
variant A AZDU 0.1 164,255 9 

0.5 27,396 0 
2 3793 0 

AZl 0.1 457 ,912 69 
0.5 396,058 76 
2 347,511 82 

Resistant 750.968 59 
variant B AZDU 0.1 43.516 6 

0.5 12,058 0 
2 2492 0 

AZl 0.1 543 ,019 64 
0.5 358,740 72 
2 412,631 58 

Resistant 305,976 64 
variant C AZDU 0.1 248,734 57 

0.5 162,582 4 1 
2 120,633 46 

AZl 0.1 477 ,535 65 
0.5 356,792 72 
2 318,407 60 

Resistant 273,420 58 
variant D AZDU 0.1 308,964 5 1 

0.5 143,521 42 
2 137 ,655 29 

AZl 0.1 294,318 56 
0.5 242,547 65 
2 202,85 1 60 

AZl-sensi - 360,642 71 
tive clini- AZDU 0.1 74,596 16 
cal strain 0.5 6 ,971 0 

2 1,589 0 
AZl 0.1 46,978 12 

0.5 5752 0 
2 1313 0 

AZDU 3' -ozido-Z 3' -dideoxyuridine; AZT Zidovudine; HIV- 7 Human im-
munodeficiency virus type 7; RT Reverse tronscriptose 

also make it clear that resistance to AZf is a 
relative ra ther than an absolute phenomenon. In 
each instance studied, time to culture positivity, 
demonstrated by the presence of either viral 
reverse transcriptase activity or p24 antigen in 
culture fluids , was greater when AZf was included 
in culture medium. Thus , all HIV- 1 isola tes 
s tudied , including those with an apparently drug
resistant phenotype, are inhibited to some extent 
in th e presence of AZf. 

The results in Table 2 make clear that the 
development of the drug-resistant phenotype is a 
s table phenomenon. Viruses which possessed an 
AZf-resistant phenotype were cultured in the ab
sen ce of drug for up to 60 days; when AZf wa s 
added back into the culture medium, viral replica 
tion was able to continue with efficiency. In addi
tion, individuals from whom drug-resistant 
viruses were isolated, and who were subsequently 
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maintained on antiviral therapy, continued to 
yield viruses which possessed a drug-resistant 
phenotype on subsequent occasions (5). 

More recently, strains of HIV-1 showing de
creased susceptibility to AZf have been reported 
by other groups (7). Comparisons of HIV-1 iso
lates, obtained both before and after treatment 
with AZf, have shown that the viral strains ob
tained after therapy were less susceptible to AZr, 
a s assessed by replication under a variety of tissue 
culture conditions . 

CROSS RESISTANCE AND SENSITIVITY OF 
AZT -RESISTANT VARIANTS OF HIV-1 TO 

OTHER NUCLEOSIDE$ 
The initial report of HIV-1 resistance to AZT 

indicat ed that the isolates in question were also 
insensitive to another compound, widely con
sidered for usefulness against HIV -!-associated 
disease (5). This drug is 3' -azido-2',3' -dideoxy
uridine (AZDU). However, these isolates retained 
sensitivity to a variety of other compounds, in
cluding 2' ,3'-dideoxycytidine, 2' ,3'-dideo:xy-2',3'
didehydrothymidine and phosphonoformic acid. A 
subsequent study indicated that cross resistance 
only occurred in the case of nucleoside analogues 
containing a 3'-azido group (15) . However, other 
investigators have indicated that cross resistance 
may also exist with regard to other nucleoside 
analogues, including dideo:xyinosine and dide
hydrothymidine (6) . In addition, the present 
a uthors' studies have suggested that not all 
s trains of HIV- 1 that are resistant to AZf are 
necessarily cross resistant to AZDU, although the 
AZDU-m ediated inhibition observed occurred in a 
concentration-dependent manner (Table 3) . In
deed, the present authors' data suggest that while 
some strains of HIV- 1 that display resistance to 
AZf are indeed cross resistant to AZDU, other 
s trains may be sensitive to the same extent as 
wildtype isolates of HIV- 1. The authors have also 
employed a variety of other drugs with regard to 
assessment of drug sensitivity and resistance. 
These include dideoxycytidine, dideo:xyinosine 
and phosphonoformic acid, as well as a novel drug 
termed deoxythiacytidine (IAF Biochem, 
Montreal), in which the 3' carbon of the nucleoside 
pentose ring has been replaced by a sulphur atom. 
The data in Table 4 indicate that the latter com
pound was able to inhibit the replication of all 
variants of AZf-resistant HIV-1 , and that the in
hibition effected by this and other nucleosides 
against HIV -1 replication was equivalent to that 
displayed by AZf against wild type HIV -1 isolates. 

Thus, it appears that a heterogeneity of AZT
resistant viral isolates may exist. In some instan-
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AZT-resistant strains of HIV-1 

TABLE 4 
Inhibitory effect of nucleoside analogues on infection of MT -4 cells by AZT -resistant variants of HIV -1 

RT activity• (cpm/ ml) when viruses were replicated in presence of: 
Viral phenotype No drug AZT (1 M) ddC (1 M) ddl (1 M) BCH-189 (1 M) d4T (1 M) 
AZT -sensitive 286,51 2 201 6 1738 1652 1055 1359 
AZT -sensit ive 241 ,683 1739 1429 1293 1463 1805 
All-resistant 392,071 147,577 1568 1680 1681 141 ,098 
All-resistant 314,685 219,038 1422 26,311 1423 273,516 
All-resistant 362,592 242, 176 1037 1645 1689 2369 
All-resistant 273,417 203.734 1580 1892 1037 1233 
AZT -resistant 247 ,990 182,926 1993 1405 1228 1840 
'Cultures were assessed for reverse tronscriptose (RT) activity four da ys offer inoculation of the MT-4 line of CD4+ lymphocytes. Drug was present I h offer 
viral inocula tion. AZT Zidovudine; ddC :Z .3' -dideoxycytidine: ddl Dideoxyinosine: BCH- 1 89 Deoxythiocytidine: d4T :Z .3' -d ideoxy-:Z .3' -didehydro thymidine 

ces, certain of th ese isolates may display cross 
resistance to other nucleosides, while in other 
cases, no cross resistance may be present. 

Furthermore, it appears that certain isolates of 
HIV -1, which display resistance to AZT, may show 
unequal pa tterns of cross resistance to other 
drugs , and no one isolate may be resis tant to all 
other compounds. Moreover, it would appear that 
cross resistance against any particular nucleo
side, such as AZDU, is unlikely to occur all of the 
time. This observed heterogeneity in patterns of 
drug sensitivity and resistance may be due, in part 
at least, to the stage of HIV -!-associated disease 
at which these viruses were isolated. The authors' 
studies have been conducted exclusively with 
strains of HIV-1 isolated from asymptomatic in
dividuals, and show heterogeneity of cross resis
tance to AZDU . In contrast, HIV-1 isolates studied 
by other investigators , which show much greater 
levels of cross resistance to AZDU, have all been 
isolated from patients with advanced disease (5). 

GENETIC BASIS FOR AZT -RESISTANCE 
As mentioned, mutations within the viral pol 

gene, which encodes the reverse transcriptase en
zyme, is a likely basis for diminished sensitivity to 
AZf and other nucleosides. In this regard, it is 
interesting that site-directed mutagenesis studies 
on HIV-1 indicated that mutations within the pol 
region could yield viruses with diminished reverse 
transcriptase activity. These alterations were 
shown to cause an apparent reduction in binding 
affinity on the part of reverse transcriptase for a 
variety of antiviral agents. including phospho
noformic acid and AZT-triphosphate . It wa s con
cluded that mutations resulting in altered viral 
transcriptase activity would probably be detri
mental to viral growth ( 16). 

Subsequent analysis revealed that viruses 
which had been mutagenized in this way retained 
infectious potential , albeit at a reduced level (17) . 
This suggested that high levels of efficient viral 
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reverse transcriptase activity might be required 
for efficien t viral replication. Viruses which had 
been subjected to site-directed mutagenesis with
in the pol region, and which possessed decreased 
levels of viral reverse transcriptase activity, could 
be shown to b e less sensitive to phosphonoformic 
a cid than wildtype viral strains. However, certain 
of these viruses showed decreased sensitivity to 
AZT-triphosphate in enzyme assays, yet paradoxi
cally were sensitive to AZT when grown in tissue 
culture . 

Another interesting result is the dichotomy be
tween data obtained on the basis of direct meas
urements of viral reverse transcriptase activity in 
the presence of AZT-triphosphate, and drug resis
tance. Several groups have shown that viruses 
which replicated in the presence of AZT possessed 
reverse transcriptase molecules that were ap
parently insensitive to the effects of AZT-triphos
phate measured directly under enzymatic 
conditions. This suggests tha t the conditions 
under which reverse transcriptase is measured 
may not accurately reflect the microenvironment 
of the cytoplasm in which viral RNA is converted 
to DNA. 

The present authors' laboratory has further 
demonstrated that the stoichiometry of AZT-resis
tant variants is apparently unaltered in com
parison with wildtype in the case of drug-resistant 
viral strains. The results in Table 5 show that the 
amounts of p51/66 reverse transcriptase protein 
per amount of p24 antigen remained constant in 
the case of both AZT-resistant strains of HIV-1 
and the wildtype parental strains from which they 
were derived. The parental strains in question had 
b een isolated from the same patients prior to the 
commencement of AZT therapy. This research was 
conducted on the basis of a quantitative enzyme
linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) in which 
monoclonal antibodies against p51/66 were used 
to determine the levels of this protein. Amounts of 
viral p24 were measured by an ELISA commercia lly 
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TABLE 5 
Relationship between levels of p24 antigen and p51 166 
antigen for parental wildtype and AZT -resistant isolates 
of HIV-1 

Viral isolate 

A 
B 
c 

ng pSl/66 per ng p24 
AZT-resistant strain 

0.071 

0.277 

0.092 

Parental strain 

0.077 

0.262 

0.058 
AZT Zidovudine: H/V-1 Human immunodeficiency virus type I 

TABLE 6 
Rates of incorporation of dTTP and dGTP by RT enzymes 
of drug-resistant and wildtype strains of HIV-1 

dGTP dTTP 

AZT- AZT-
Viral strain resistant Parental resistant Parental 

A 2.05 0.06 9.39 0.5 

B 1.85 0.1 2 10.37 0.65 

c 2.1 5 0.35 10.48 3.29 
All stud ies were performed using 2(J(JJ ng o f viral p24 per test. AZT 
lidovudine: dGTP Deoxyguanosine triphosphate: dTTP Deoxythymidine 
triphosphate: H/V- 1 Human immunodeficiency virus type I 

available for this purpose. Thus, resistance to AZT 
is not apparently associated with increased or 
decreased levels of viral p5l/66 protein per virion. 

The present authors have also studied the 
ability of the reverse transcriptase enzymes of 
these AZT-resistant and wildtype viruses to cata
lyze the incorporation of H3 -dTTP into DNA. The 
data in Table 6 indicate that the reverse transcrip
tase enzymes of AZT-resistant variants were ap
parently more efficient than their parental 
counterparts in this regard. Two of the AZT-resis
tant viruses tested possessed increased reverse 
transcriptase catalytic efficiency in comparison 
with parental strains. 

In this context, it is interesting that multiple, 
sequential mutations within the segment of the 
pol gene (which encodes reverse transcriptase ac
tivity) have been shown to confer high level resis
tance on AZT. Comparative analyses of nucleotide 
sequences of the reverse transcriptase coding 
region from five pairs of sensitive and resistant 
derivative isolates suggested that three amino acid 
substitutions could account for most of the drug 
resistance observed (16-18). These alterations 
corresponded to the change of aspartic acid to 
asparagine at position 67, lysine to arginine at 
position 70, and threonine to phenylalanine at 
position 215. In addition, a fourth genomic change 
was observed in three isolates, that of lysine to 
glutamine at position 219. Isolates of HIV -1 which 
displayed only partial resistance to AZT had com
binations of these various changes. Furthermore. 
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it was shown that an infectious molecular clone 
which had been constructed with all four of these 
mutations possessed the highest levels of AZT 
resistance after transfection ofT lymphocytes ( 18). 

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF DRUG 
RESISTANCE IN HIV-1-ASSOCIATED 

DISEASE 
Drug-resistant strains of HIV -1 have now been 

isolated from over 30 of the 72 patients initially 
entered into the Canadian multicentre AZT trial 
carried out in asymptomatic individuals having 
CD4 lYII!phocyte counts higher than 500 
cells/mm3

. Thus far, the authors have been un
able to establish any definitive correlation be
tween the presence or absence of drug-resistant 
strains of HIV - 1, and the likelihood of disease 
progression, although there seems to be a trend in 
that direction. Of course, it will be necessary to 
continue to follow this cohort of patients over a 
long period to determine whether the emergence 
of drug-resistant strains of HIV -1 is likely to cor
relate ultimately with an enhanced likelihood of 
advanced disease. In contrast, studies by other 
investigators have apparently concluded that 
drug-resistant strains are more likely to be iso
lated from patients who have experienced or are 
likely to suffer from AZT treatment failure. The 
basis for such differences in results may be due to 
differences between the populations studied. In 
the present case, the authors have studied 
asymptomatic individuals only. Such individuals 
may possess a higher frequency of drug-resistant 
viruses that are only partially resistant to AZT and 
in which the successive mutations within the pol 
gene likely to account for the highest levels of drug 
resistance have not yet occurred. In this context, 
it may be significant that viruses which possess 
such mutations have only been isolated from 
patients with advanced HIV -!-associated disease, 
including ARC and AIDS (17). These are individuals 
who, in many cases, are likely to have been in
fected for longer periods of time than 
asymptomatic individuals, and in whom the 
dynamics of viral replication may differ sig
nificantly from those in patients with lesser dis
ease. This may also help to explain the basis for 
total cross resistance to AZDU in the case of 
drug-resistant strains of HIV -1 isolated from AIDS 

patients, as opposed to the partial cross resis
tance seen in viruses isolated from subjects with 
asymptomatic disease. 

Clearly, it will be necessary to continue to follow 
this cohort of asymptomatic individuals, still 
under investigation, over a long period in order to 
determine whether the development of drug resis-
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tance will correlate with a potential deterioration 
in clinical status. In light of recent reports indicat
ing that treatment with AZT may be of benefit to 
asymptomatic patients in terms of retarding dis
ease progression (10). it is likely that the develop
ment of drug-resistant strains of HIV-1 will 
become more commonplace in this population. 
Such changes in accepted standards of treatment 
may alter the dynamics of the relationship be
tween AZT and HIV-1 over the next several years, 
giving rise to the possibility that drug-resistant 
strains of HIV-1 will be isolated from asympto
matic patients in much higher frequencies than 
has previously been the case. 

Clinicians must be wary not only of the pos-
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